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Journey
AARON BECKER
A lonely child draws a magic door on
the wall and enters a world where
wonder, adventure, and danger abound.
Red crayon in hand, she creates a boat,
a balloon, and a flying carpet that in
turn carry her on a spectacular journey.
The enchanting illustrations in this wordless picture book lead
readers on an elaborate flight of fancy that will beckon again and again.
HARDCOVER PICTURE BOOK, AGES 4 & UP, $15.99

A Moose That Says Moo
JENNIFER HAMBURG, author
SUE TRUESDELL, illustrator
With wonderful rhyming text, a make-
believe zoo comes to life. From jump-
roping skunks to book-reading sharks, the
animals are a rambunctious riot! While fun
at first, things go hilariously awry before
being brought back under control. The

energetic, charming, and detailed drawings pair perfectly with the
verse in this read-aloud romp.
HARDCOVER PICTURE BOOK, AGES 3 & UP, $16.99

Elephant’s Story
TRACEY CAMPBELL PEARSON
Elephant sniffs a lost book, accidentally
pulling the words up his trunk;
then he sneezes, sending the letters
everywhere! What to do? The other
animals cannot help because they
don’t know the story. In the end the
book is restored and a wonderful
friendship blossoms. The elephant,
wonderfully rendered in watercolor, cavorts across the pages and
is the perfect force behind this lighthearted, gentle story.
HARDCOVER, AGES 3 & UP, $17.99

The Fort That Jack Built
BONI ASHBURN, author
BRETT HELQUIST, illustrator
Jack creates an amazing fort in the living
room but the chairs, blankets, and other
construction materials belong to family
members who want them back. Jack
struggles to keep his fortress strong as it
crumbles piece by piece. Grandma and her
quilts lead to a satisfying ending. The

rhyming text is accompanied by lively illustrations that take this
tale beyond the living room and into the world of adventure.

HARDCOVER PICTURE BOOK, AGES 3 & UP, $17.95

Fortunately, the Milk
NEIL GAIMAN, author
SKOTTIE YOUNG, illustrator
A preposterous tall tale for all ages about a
quick trip to the market for a bottle of milk
that involves alien abduction, pirates,
dinosaurs, and time-travel. Fortunately, the
milk – and Dad – eventually arrive home safe
and sound. Neil Gaiman’s rollicking adventures
are brought to life by Skottie Young’s energetic pen and ink
drawings and further spark the reader’s imagination. A fast pace,
nonsense words, and liberal use of onomatopoeia make this an
excellent read-aloud.
HARDCOVER FICTION, AGES 7 & UP, $14.99

Will in Scarlet
MATTHEW CODY
Creatively reimagining the Robin Hood
legend, this novel tells the story behind the
English bandit hero's rise to fame in the late
1100s. Thirteen-year-old Will Shackley, son of
a lord, has led a charmed, protected life that
comes to an abrupt end while his father is away
on the Crusades with the King. Fleeing to the

forest, he meets up with the Merry Men – a fiercely proud girl dis-
guised as a boy among them – each with their own complex story.
Scandal, intrigue, and humor hook readers early and bring them
along for the adventure.
HARDCOVER FICTION, AGES 10 & UP, $16.99

Eleanor & Park
RAINBOW ROWELL
It is 1986, Eleanor and Park are high school
outcasts who surprisingly - especially to
themselves - find friendship and comfort in the
company of the other. Through their alternating
voices, the picture of their complicated,
sometimes grim, lives are gradually revealed,
along with the attendant awkwardness and
thrills of falling in love for the first time.
Funny, hopeful, heart-wrenching at times, and always believable,
this quirky novel will captivate teen and adult readers alike.
HARDCOVER FICTION, AGES 14 & UP, $18.99

C H I L D R E N ’ S B O O K S

Something cuddly or something fun:
Great gifts for everyone...


